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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a feature information-based temporal
redundancy removal method. The proposed method uses scenes, memorial/nonmemorial blocks, and SIFT parameters as compression structure, compression
units, and a compression method, respectively. This electronic document is a
“live” template. Experimental results showed that the proposed method has
better performance than H.264/AVC main profile in objective quality,
compression ratio, and compression time.
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1

Introduction

Video is one of the most aesthetic valuable data in computer industries. Nowadays,
people using computers satisfy their aesthetic demands through video sequences. This
tendency is predicted to be accelerated more and more [6].
Generally, video data rate is huge because video sequences include dozens of still
images per a second. Therefore, needs and characteristics of video, video compression
methods must be necessary for storing or transmission of video sequences effectively.
Traditional temporal redundancy removal methods [4, 5] are processed by the
syntax without consideration of video contents. In other words, formal compression
process based on a standard is performed. These methods are influenced easily by
change of illumination, rotating of camera, zoom in/out, or etc. As a result, temporal
redundancy is cancelled out, and global compression performance is reduced.
In this paper, we propose a temporal redundancy method using feature information
in order to solve the compression performance degradation by changing of
environments. The proposed method consists of 4 processes, detecting scenes,
detecting energy points, block shaping, error processing. Through each process, the
proposed method can remove temporal redundancy based on video contents
effectively.
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2

Feature-based Temporal Redundancy Removal Method

We use the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) feature descriptor [1]. SIFT
consist of scale-space extrema detection, keypoint localization, orientation assignment
and keypoint descriptor, that are robust changing environments as temporal
redundancy removal. First, we must divide a video sequence according to scenes are
criteria of changing context in order to feature-based temporal redundancy removal
method.
Changing a scene means a changing context of video through movements of
objects, illumination changing, or etc., is categorized as a cut boundary or a gradual.
These scenes are detected by [2], the first frames of scenes are used as key frames.
A detected key frame is handled as I frames in traditional compression standards, is
used as a reference for other frames by detecting local features. We define the
mentioned process is a detecting energy points process, and the process uses the SIFT
feature descriptor which are robust to external environments. Figure 1 shows result of
energy point process.

Fig. 1. Detect result of energy point process
Detected features have their location, scale, and rotation information, and have
robust characteristic for illumination. These properties of features can be used as
elements of video compression.

Fig. 2. Result of non-memorial and memorial blocks
In the block shaping process, each frame is divided as memorial/non-memorial
blocks whether there is/are energy points or not. We use quad-tree [7] in order to find
as memorial blocks and non-memorial blocks. Because non-memorial blocks which
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have energy points are more import than memorial blocks, extra coding process is
necessary in the final step. Figure 2 shows the result of non-memorial and memorial
blocks.
Finally, memorial and non-memorial blocks are compressed in the error processing
process. Memorial blocks are estimated from a pixel at the same position in the
previous frame. Non-memorial blocks are estimated more accurately from the SIFT
parameters that are location, scale, and rotation information.

3

Experimental Results

To estimate the performance of the proposed method, we measured the PSNR (PeakSignal-to-Noise Ratio) and compression ratio (compressed size / original size * 100).
Each result was compared to the H.264/AVC main profile [3]. Figure 3 and Figure 4
represent the experimental results for the PSNR, and compression ratio, respectively.

Fig. 3. PSNR
Figure 3 represent the experimental result for the PSNR. In this figure, the PSNR
of H.264/AVC measured 37 db, 36.3 db, 35 db, 34 db and 32.8 db on QP26, QP28,
QP32, QP36 and QP 40, respectively. And the PSNR of proposed method showed
35.3 db, 34.4 db, 33.5 db, 32.4 db, 30.8 db on QP26, QP28, QP32, QP36 and QP 40,
respectively.

Fig. 4. Compression ratio
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Figure 4 represent the compression ratio. In this figure, the compression ratio of
H.264/AVC measured 20%, 19.1%, 17.6%, 16.7% and 15.4% on on QP26, QP28,
QP32, QP36 and QP 40, respectively. And the compression ratio of proposed method
showed 15.35%, 15%, 14.03%, 13.2% and 12.5% on QP26, QP28, QP32, QP36 and
QP 40, respectively.
The proposed method showed 3.57 ~ 4.65% better than the H.264/AVC in
compression ratio. Although the proposed method had lower performance in PSNR, it
was very weak and was hardly noticeable in human visual system. The average spent
time in the proposed method was about 11.66 % less than in the H.264/AVC.

4

Conclusion

In compression structure (scene), compression units (memorial/non-memorial blocks),
and compression parameters (SIFT parameters), we propose the new temporal
redundancy removal method from the traditional method based on syntax. The
performance of our method was estimated on the PSNR, compression ratio, and
compression time comparing to the H.264/AVC main profile, and the proposed
method showed better performance than the H.264/AVC in compression ratio and
compression time. The proposed method is expected to achieve more accurate
performance by verification of each functional module.
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